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Well,

like Miss Lori says, there are

groups and groups and more groups, and even

some groups that aren't. That Sunday TVer,
"W5" is apparently doing a bit on a group

called The New Breed. This must be their
exclusive scoop. Can't seem to find out anything about this "dynamic, hot new collection
of talent". Somebody else said it, not me.
But here's a group that's real live and
soon to be active in the recording end of the

0)
and Gordon Jones is on drums. Klass Cratts
is their new lead singer. He's from Western
Canada and just looking for a place to hang

business. They're called The News. They've
just finished cutting a couple of sides at
Sound Canada. "Tell Me About It" and "Going

up his school cap. Seems he's about to register
at one of the local Universities.
Watch out for Winnipeg to be making a
lot of noise on the pop scene. You already

WITNESS INC.

your eyes peeled for news about this group.
By the way, The Guess Who and Gettysbyrg
Address are taping a bit for the CBC-TV the
latter part of September.

Witness Inc. are in Toronto town and

know about the success of the fantastic Guess

are opening at The Penny Farthing on Sept. 14.
This Western Canadian group (Saskatoon) have

Who and their Quality single of "This Time
Long Ago", and the Gettysbyrg Address are

just released their second disc for Apex. It's
called "Jezebelle".

happening

on a national scale with their
Franklin outing of "My Girl". The Mongrels

Remember The Charmaines? They're
playing the Towne Tavern in downtown Toronto

asking where they're playing. The group is
made up of Rich Estey, who plays rhythm;
Ron Bisset, on bass; Ken White is the lead

are just about ready to sign to a major American label, and the newest of 'Peg groups is
The Jamieson Roberts Device, and just keep

and apparently doing very well thanks to the
backing given them by Jim Snowden's group,

LIVINGSTON'S JOURNEY
GETS BOOT

MANDALA INK
FILM PACT

Down" were produced by Canada's newest and
most successful producer, Greg Hambleton.
That Damned group is in the news
again. They've been gigging around the

Toronto area and they must be moving up on
get telephone calls
the popularity poll.
I

Livingston's

Toronto:

Toronto's
rock group caused

Journey,

Jazz and R&B oriented
considerable controversy in Toronto's downtown business section recently. Booked to
entertain the noon town crowds at the Esplanade, a downtown skyscraper with a plaza as
its base. The group attracted enormous
crowds, but the cacophonous of sound reverberating from the concrete walls appeared to
drive the noon business -like less hip terants
of the buildings to call the local constabulary.

Police were somewhat stymied by
the fact that there appeared to be no by-law
Toronto

Markowitz announces that
The Mandala, one of Canada's best known
rock and soul groups,have been signed to a
motion picture contract with Universal Pictures in Hollywood. The deal is also reported
Toronto:

Rafael

to include appearances on the new NBC series

"Ironside", starring Raymond Burr. The signing followed on the heels of the pacting two
weeks ago of the Mandala and Decca Records.

Leader Don Troiano will produce the group

members Roy Kenner and Henry Babraj was
completed last week and apparently Universal

Rottenberg and Public Relations firm's Mr.

officials were particularly pleased with the

Yanoff, had to decide between the huge happy
crowds attracted by Jim Livingston, the group
singer, who resembles an errant windmill,

photogenic and acting qualities displayed by

aided by his fellows, Stan, Dennis, Bob and
the indignity of some tenants, one who went
as far as sending his staff home for the day
and then proceeded to bill the landlord for
the day's wages. They then decided to discontinue the show but not before Livingston's
Journey and Company managed to cop considerable coverage in Toronto's dailies, TV
and radio stations. The group also managed
to distribute some 2000 coloured pin -wheels,
bearing the slogan "Livingston's Journey
will turn you around".

group

By

Thursday,

has a bundle of talent to represent with their
folk rock group known as The Village Stop.
They've been busy all summer and it looks
like a frantic Fall coming up.
Hang on till next week, and remember
EAT, SLEEP AND THINK CANADIAN
be the LONELIEST kid on the block.

and

NOMAD "5" PRESENTS

the Scarborough Sound Show and was impressed

POWER PACKAGE
Scarborough, Ont: The Nomad "5" are fast

with what he saw.
Their manager is confident that his

becoming the top group of their class in the
Scarborough

area.

Their

manager

George

Rivers has been grooming this young group
for several months and when they presented
their electrifying new show at the Tam Teen
Club in Agincourt, they literally brought the
house down.
Sammy Romanoff, of the Top Ten
Agency caught the Nomad "5" in action at

group will make it because of their attitude.
They listen to advice given them and have a
sincere approach to the business. Another
major factor is the interest the parents are
taking in the success of the group.

The Nomad "5" have just completed
a round of engagements at the Chez Monique
in Toronto's Village. The Danforth Gardens in
Scarborough, Agincourt's Tam Teen Club

and other Canadian acts for Decca.
Film testing of the Mandala's new

building owner

prevailing.

the Five Reasons.

THE VILLAGE STOP
The G.R. Bureau of Stoney Creek, Ont.

Kenner.

Properties will be selected when the
plays Hollywood's famous Cheeta in
November as a part of their fourth U.S. tour

which commenced in New York Sept. 18.

LOU DENNIS MOVES TO
WARNER BROS/REPRISE
Burbank: Lou Dennis, former disc jockey and
director, and lately, Product and

program

Sales Manager of Smash and Fontana Records,

las been appointed East Coast Field Sales
Manager of Warner Bros and Reprise Records.

OVER

500

Liiingston's Journey have just returned from Ottawa where they created a monster gathering in Ottawa's famous Mall as

45's

well as on Parliament Hill where they received extensive TV, press and radio coverage.

\doW/

THE DIRECTORY IS

YOUNG RASCALS TO TOUR UK
NYC: The Young Rascals, who are currently
enjoying the top side of many charts across

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK THIS IS!!!

the nation with their Atlantic single of "Girl
Like You", are getting set for a tour of the
United Kingdom. The tour, which will run
from Oct. 4 through the 17th., will also allow
the gang to do a series of TV performances.
After a successful appearance at The

Fillmore, the Rascals went on a tour of the
Hawaiian Islands, where they grossed over
$103,000, out -grossing the Rolling Stones at
the Honolulu International Centre.
In February, the Rascals are off on a
World -Wide Peace Tour. By this time they'll
have their new album out and moving as well
as a feature length movie, produced by Sid
Bernstein, their manager, who became famous
as the man who brought The Beatles to North
America.
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I v Program Director, English Network.
Mr. Brown has been with the CBC for
16 years. He has toured Indo-China collecting
material for a TV program and has met the

president of North Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh, and
the former king Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia.
Mr.
Brown speaks fluent French,
German and Spanish and has translated several
books from French and Spanish into English.
Prior to this new appointment, Mr.
Brown was manager of the Canadian Forces
Network, Air Division, RCAF, Metz, France.
He was born in Millbrook, Ont. attending schools there and in Peterborough as well

as the University of Toronto, which was interrupted by the war. He served with the
RCAF and was awarded the D.F.C.

MORNINTOWN CRESCENT - Boodly Hoo - Giant
DENIS MENARD - CKBC - BATHURST, N.B.

"A nice easy rock sound as the first release for this group, and it's very good. It has potential
for the Canadian Hit Parade. It's also signed Greg Hambleton, a great artist in my books. There's
only one little thing personally don't like about it, and that is the sound. It seems to me that there
I

must have been a lot of dubbing here, because it is not as clear as it could be."
DOUG WILLIAMS - CJKL - KIRKLAND LAKE, ONT.
"Both sides have the strong beat that seems to attract the listeners, however the vocalization of
"Mornington Crescent' is a bit more appealing. Will let the listeners see if they want -to make this a
hit for the Boodly Hoo."
MARTY ADLER - CKNX - WINGHAM, ONT.

"I have the same comment for both sides of this record: plain & simple - Artist has weak voice.
Definitely will not make it."

STAFF CHANGES AT CFAR

PLATTERS RETURN

GORDON FENNY - NEW AT CJKL

Flin Fion, Man: Norm Bright leaves CFAR to
take over duties at CKKR in Rosetown, Sask.

TO EMBASSY

Kirkland Lake, Ont: Gordon Fenny is the newest on air staff addition at CJKL. Gordon will
take over the all night show replacing Duncan

Doug Hay takes over his shift. Sir John is
still looking after the morning gig. Bruce
who moved

Calgary and
takes the all night show. Monnery also does
a Friday PMer called "Canadiana A Go Go"
Monnery,

in

from

during which time he plays and talks up the
newest in Canadian releases.
Coming up the "Copper City Super Hot
Ladder of Sound Survey".

Toronto: The Platters returned to the Palm
Lounge at the Club Erfibassy last week and
first det me tell you - they're great.
They come on stage like gang busters.

They're all over, fingers snapping, arms flying and handkerchiefs waving. While all this
is going on The Platters are singing all the
songs we associate them with, "The Magic
Touch", "The Great Pretender", "My Prayer"
and on and on.

They break the spell every now and

DAUPHIN HAS ONE HIPPIE
all the talk about the
hippies, flower power etc., radio personality
Dauphin, Man: With

of Canada's top country draws, The
Canadian Sweethearts come up with a strong
pop & country offering including "Winchester
Cathedral" and "Heartaches By The Number".
EPIC - LN 24243 / BN 26243
One

then with a rocker, folk and R&B number.

These Columbia artists are fine entertainers, and they appear to be having fun.
The audience certainly were, as they applauded and sang along with them. However, the

Johnson, who had the show for the summer.

Platters' magic touch was gone. Maybe
I'm a sentimentalist but they lacked the sound
old

of 1957.

suppose one must keep in mind that
it is ten years later, and there is only one
member of the original Platters left, and it is
I

very difficult for singers to truly sound like
their predecessors.
The Palm Grove

Lounge has been
packed almost to capacity every night which
adds up to one heck of a successful return
engagement.
LORI BRUNER

Hot on the heels of their smash single "A
Whiter Shade of Pale" comes an equally exciting bundle of cuts by Procol Harum. Very
strong is their 5.04 version of "Cerdes" and
of course, their "Whiter Shade Of Pale".
DERAM - DE 160008 / DES 18008

vo.r.r000try.\

ISM

ROT] Waddell "the ugly one" decided to give
the hippie world a whirl. He donned a wig and
sheep skin vest but last reports have him
back on the hippie sound kick, only

WAYNE DAVIS JOINS
MUSIC & ARTISTS FIRM

RPM

and Artists Placement Ltd., announces that
Wayne Davis, former lead of Bobby Kris and
The Imperials, has joined the firm.
Mr. Davis will handle the booking of
the rock, folk-rock and R&B groups included
in

NYC: Skitch Henderson, well known composer,

RECORD
Chart #61

Week Ending September 16th. 1967

The Gettysbyrg
Address

pianist and cut-up, and the man behind the
music on Johnny Carson's "Tonight Show",
is now one of New York's most interesting

had his eye on the 87 year old pub, known as
Daly's, for many years, took over the 61st.
St. and Third Avenue establishment on June
28. Daly's has been a part of the Daly family
for three generations and the only change

mate sidewalk cafe.
are

Many famous music and film people
making Daly's Dandelion one of their

favourite haunts. Opening night saw pro -show-

biz Mayor John V. Lindsay, Walter Toscanini
and Leonard Bernstein in attendance along
with many notables from the film industry.
Page 4
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title is saloon keeper. Skitch, who has

Skitch made was to tack Dandelion on the
tail end of Daly's. He also added a few originals to his bar line-up, like Dandelion Beer,
Bloody Pilgrims, Bloody Yankees and spiked
milk. He is keeping the saloon doors intact
along with the stained glass windows, original
bar and light fixtures, but has added an inti-

THESE DISTRIBUTOR CODES IN

(But hurry

Rpm waysi

ORDERING" CHECK

COAST TO COAST.

and probably well heeled bartenders. Actually,
his

MERCURY - MG 21124 / SR 61124

PUT AN END TO "RANDOM

the M&A roster as well as supplying this

SKITCH HENDERSON TAKES
OVER DALY'S PUB

ed on this album along with their exciting new
outing "Making Every Minute Count".

100

Toronto: Bert Mitford, vice president of Music

same service to transient groups.

Spanky and Our Gang happened big with "Sunday Will Never Be The Same" which is includ-
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is their hot hot follow-up to their first Franklin release,
"Love Is A Beautiful Thing", which is still seeing
action across the nation. Bill Wallace, Orest Andrews,
Kurt Winter, Mike Hanford and Craig Hamblin are the
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Gettysbyrg Address and they have something in common,

they're talented musicians they and have a hit record.

Give a listen to "My Girl" and you'll hear why this
top Winnipeg group is the "Best from the West".
"MY GIRL"

Next week- Random record ordering!
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TOM AN IAN AND THE SOUL SET SETTING NON-UNION TREND

Non-union groups in general
have the problem of finding the proper outlets for publicity and promotion-

al ideas. Most managers in this field
are not aware of the channels available to them to publicize a band.
One of the most well-known
.

R&B groups in Ontario are
Tom and Ian and the Soul Set.
The unit consisting of drummer Dave Cairns; guitarist Carry
amateur

played at the Drop In The Spot, where

their manager Aksel Svensen took

over the group. Since then they have
played numerous high schools,
YMCA's and teen clubs.
This September they have
been asked to become the house band
at Toronto's famous three -floor bargain centre, the Gogue Inn. The

organist Bobby Rice form the instrumental section of the unit while
backing singers Tom Tustin and Ian
Sheppard.

group

road manager. Aksel's enthusiasm
for the band influences many that
have never had the opportunity to

their own and some of the best equipment available to musicians in
Toronto,
Their first public appearance
was about nine months ago when they

hear them.

The Spencer Davis Group. Hit after
hit and successful album after successful album. Robert Stone of Canada will probably tell you quite frank-

ly that the reason for his success in
the record business was the sales he
realized from the Spencer Davis ala
Winwood releases.

The Group and Stevie had a
parting of the ways. Very friendly
they say. No doubt Davis would have

fared much better on his Canadian

concert tour had he had the Winwood
sound along with him, and his latest

Delights" attracted many passersby
as Sam The Record Man. The beauti-

ful feminine touch was supplied by
Miss Toronto - Lucille Boucher seen
above with Sam Sniderman on the
right and Ed Lawson

. ,TASTE of HONEY -TANGERINE
LOVE POTION I LEMON TREE
LOLLIPOPS AND ROSES PEANUTS

ing in September.

Crowd stopping window display at Sam The Record Man with Miss Toronto, Lucille Boucher (centre)
Sam Sniderman on the right and Quality's Ed Lawson

"MAMAS AND PAPAS CONTEST"
The answer to the recent RCA Victor
"Mamas and Papas" contest was
John Mills, father of Hailey. The

Jams Traffic Up Charts
boy behind the crashing sound of

A window display of Alpert's
"Whipped Cream and Other

HERB ALPERT%
TIJUANA, BitaSs

Tom and Ian and the Soul

"Hole In My Shoe"

blues in North America has to be
blamed on publicity shy Stephen
(Stevie)Winwood. He was the wonder

record for Alpert anywhere.

Set could make the non-union situation in Toronto look quite interest-

TOM AND ;AN OF THE SOUL SET

The reason for the phenomenal success of the English white

Tijuana Brass at Toronto's Maple
Leaf Gardens (Aug 23). This was a

album

while Ed Karmen acts as

Few groups of this kind earn
enough even to have proper equip-

ment. The Soul Set have a truck of

Toronto: Almost 17,000 people paid
nearly $90,000 to see and hear A&M
recording artist Herb Alpert and his

management feel that the drawing

power of the youthful group (16-18)
is
as powerful as some of the top
recording bands.
While on the road, Ian's
brother Bobby takes care of the

Crawford; bassist Jim Morgan and

BRASS PAYS OFF IN GOLD

disc release could stand a little
Winwood beefing up.
Anyway, as you probably
know, Stevie has company. David

Mason, who plays sitar and guitar,
James Capaldi on drums and Chris
Wood, who plays flute. They're the
Traffic and they introduced themselves to the North American market

with "Paper Sun" (RPM 21) which
was just a teaser and are now in full

first five winners selected by our
judges were:

LAMPY DIGS HIPPIES?

Toronto: All the recent hippie putting

down of Toronto's Controller Allan
Lamport would appear to be unfound-

ed (above). The Controller is shown
mugging with three members of the
highly successful Butter Band. Maybe
that's the difference, these hi p pies

Dawn Russell - Windsor, Ont.
Kari Hagness - Peterborough, Ont.
Joan Cubberley - Burks Falls, Ont.
Valerie Acorn - Toronto
Irene Greenlees - Galt, Ont.

WATCH FOR THE LAST
EXCITING RPM 100

flight with "Hole In My Shoe" which

is No. 78 on the RPM 100, second
week on.
The

Traffic

are

presently

touring the U.K. but their presence
here in North America is being felt,
due to the efforts of Bob Stone, who
knows the potential of Stevie Winwood

no matter what group he is with.

CARL WORTH JOINS CKDM
ON AIR STAFF
Dauphin, Man: Carl Worth, a local boy, who
has been working the Sunday morning run on

CKDM for the past six months now joins the

full time on air staff and will take over the
all night show. Bernie Basaraba will move
from the all niter to take over the CKDM
sports beat, full time.

(if they are) have bread. (L to R)

Dave Morrow, Dennis Murphy and
Rolph Kempf are Hollywood bount.
Their manager Syd Kessler has just
negotiated a deal that will have the

group set up for recording on the

U.S. West Coast as well as the usual
tours.

PRODUCED BY-SANFORD PRODUCTIONS - 925-0825
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